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A N Y  E X T E R N A L  S O U R C E :  a  s c r e e n p l a y  b a s e d  o n  t h e  a u t h o r ' s  

o w n  s h o r t  s t o r y  o f  t h e  s a m e  n a m e  

"Mind our blood doesn't splatter you as we gouge and burrow deep down into our brains, saving you the trouble of drilling into 

yours" 

S y n o p s i s  

Scenes 1-10 Lisbon. Three friends, Chris, Spen and Denis, on holiday. The anatomy of an idea born in a 
drunken haze. Euphoria! 

11-15 Back in Britain. The cold light of day on the British morning after the Portuguese night before. 
The setting-up of the company. Doubts and tensions! 

16-23 Behold, a device is born! Relief, ecstasy, success and excesses!  

24 Spen's dead. The first victim! 

25-28 Silver Soph. The first outsider to be tangled in the murkier side of the device! Grim viewing! 

29-37 Spen's wake. Chris assumes Spen's mantle. The new Guru with the answers! 

38 Chris is dead! 

39-45 Denis loses the plot and descends into hell/oblivion! 

46-56 Nadira has the strength, resolve and character that Spen, Chris and Denis lacked, not to mention 
the good luck, despite all her sorrow 

57 The end… or is it? 

We've got three friends: Spen, Chris and Denis. We've got them on a male de-bonding holiday in Portugal. 

We've got what sounds like a brilliant idea when the three are all busy getting pissed: pinpointing a gap in our 

already overcrowded, technology-laden lives. We've got one-for-the-road doubts and hair-of-the-dog second 

thoughts rearing their ugly heads. Then we've got Spen, Chris and Denis reluctantly back in the UK, boldly 

overcoming all the odds to come up with a device which revolutionises our daily routines. Or theirs, at least. 

You see, this device allows you to… No, that would be telling. It's all in the screenplay. What I will say is that 

although the device's recording abilities, uses and misuses are in the realm of sci-fi by today's technological 

standards, there is no reason to assume that such a device will remain impossible for much longer. 

Fortune follows. Not content with the device's success, their desire to explore its full potential leads them one by 

one to try gruesome experiments on themselves, for which they pay a grizzly price. Notoriety follows, followed 

all too inevitably by personal disaster. 

We've got black comedy. We've got sci-fi/fantasy. We've got a cautionary tale for the modern age. We've got 

simple but corny one-word chat-up lines in Portuguese (corny if you're Spen or Denis, devastatingly effective if 

you're Chris). We've got love stories (just don't blink during scene 18). We've got CGI and animation. We've got 

tragedy. We've got freely flowing alcohol and… are those drugs over there? We've got sleazy music and weird 

club nights. We've got the sides of Lisbon most tourists don't manage to see yet would love to. And we've got 

the sides of Leicester and Liverpool that have never seen a tourist and that most locals with any sense prefer to 
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ignore. We've got our characters reaching major crossroads in their lives. We've got an interactive extra on the 

DVD, where you can Pause your present course of evolution and either Stick With Your Current Self (to quote 

Chris quoting Spen at Denis at Spen's wake, over a few whiskeys too many, "futile, stuffy, ulcer-inducing, anally-

retentive intellectual, complex, multi-cellular arguments about life and perception and meaning") or Rewind Back 

To Your Roots ("single-celled chilling out on a beach, enjoying the bounties of nature, watching tall and tanned 

and young and lovely, sweet but dangerous Lady Evolution swaying past you in her Ipanema bikini…"). 

Director's commentary, schmirector's commentary! When was the last time you had a better offer from a film? 

Erm, maybe bits of Carry on Up the Khyber. 

Seriously, though, Spen, Chris and Denis's venture initially gets off the ground, seemingly fuelled by their mutual 

understanding and shared goals, only to be smashed against the rocks of their actual lack of ability to 

communicate. 

Their ultimately doomed explorations do, however, leave us peering through the doors of the mind at that much 

maligned grey friend inside our skulls (or wherever you keep yours): our brain. Intriguing questions are posed 

about how that lump of flesh functions and goes about its brain business. The answers might be in the sequel. 

They're certainly not in this draft of this screenplay. 

P r a c t i c a l  N o t e s  

1 Character and Plot 

Characters Three friends, Spen, Chris and Denis, all appear right from the first scene. We're told that Denis 

and Chris know each other from working in Spain, but now they are both back in England. Without giving too 

much away, Spen is dead by scene 24, and Chris dies by scene 39.  

Two important female characters, Silver Soph and Nadira, delay their entrances, as befits leading ladies, 

appearing in scenes 25-33 (guesting in later flashbacks) and 46-57 (guesting in 20) respectively. Nadira's 

nationality isn't made clear, though we know her English is brilliant and her first language is Arabic. A minor 

female character, Samil (scene 18, guesting in 20), the last significant character to be thought of and written in, 

actually has a peach of a part (and peachy parts, judging from her effect on Denis). The names of their Factoria 

staff in the crucially pivotal scene 16 —the last scene to be written and unbelievably and embarrassingly a total 

afterthought— are taken from (the original version of) City of God. 

Settings The film is set in modern times, possibly slightly in the future. Certain liberties are taken with 

historical and current events. In the space of a single sentence in scene 12, I've created an impossible United 

States of America and Europe, made South Brazil and United Korea join the old EU, and made copyright and 

intellectual ownership disappear. Such liberties facilitated the creation of the new device, and the new avenues 

opened up by it. One reference in scene 14 —Liverpool Crapital of Culture (is that a spelling mistake in the 

screenplay? Or just Spen being jealous 'cos he's from Leicester, and Leicester ain't European Anything yet, 
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Capital, Crapital or otherwise?)— may suggest that the events take place before 2008. Yet that same reference —

by Spen— could just as easily be construed as belonging to a recent past 2008. 

The opening sequences are set in Lisbon. Liverpool and Leicester are the other settings. All locales mentioned 

—FNAC (scenes 2-3) and Praça Alegria (scenes 6, 8-9) in Lisbon; the Pump & Tap (scenes 14-15), the O Bar 

(scenes 18, 20, 23) and the 9 Bar (scenes 21-22) in Leicester; the Poste House (scenes 32, 35-36) and the 

Cenotaph (scenes 28, 55 - not a pub!) in Liverpool— are real. José Afonso and Gilberto Gil from scene 44 are 

real, too, as is their encounter in London, the LP mentioned and the photos of the two in the CD booklet of 

that LP. Coldcut and their VJAMM video-mixing software (scenes 8, 43) is real, as is their record label Ninja 

Tune (scene 23). That working class tune of Johnnie Lennon's (scene 28) is real, whereas Frankie Goes To 

Hollywood's Two Tribes Silver Soph Cenotaph RantMix (scene 54) is artistic lie-cence. There is no intrinsic reason 

why the film should be shot in Liverpool and Leicester. Despite the actual references, nothing in the film 

depends on the events happening in those specific places. Geographical references could be blurred, changed or 

even dispensed with. On face value, Silver Soph is the character most anchored to a specific location —based on 

the way I have imagined her way of speaking— and would have to be from Liverpool. But even that could be 

changed. What should remain is the fact that Spen and Chris are from a different place to Denis: this creates a 

tension and allows for jokes to be made. 

Spanish words not translated Ambiente This word is used throughout the story, the Spanish for 

"atmosphere, environment, ambience". It is never translated. It is used by Denis and Chris, who are established 

as having lived in Spain. So they use the word in their normal English. As it is close enough to our familiar 

"ambience" and "ambient" for the meaning to be implied, especially with Denis talking of "distilling the 

essence", no translation has been needed. Also, it first occurs in scene 5, lumped in with "craic" and marcha, 

another Spanish word not translated. But the meaning of "craic" rubs off on marcha by association. The context 

of cuadrilla in scene 7, should suggest a group or gang of drinkers/mates, which it in fact is. 

Language, booze, drugs and sex There is a lot of strong language, especially from Silver Soph, but she can 

be excused, as she is so far-gone with pain and cancer that even her doctors have abandoned her to her fate. 

There are quite a lot of drugs references, all of it gathered from hearsay. And precious little sex, as things stand 

at present. 

2 Technical matters 

Narration The story has a lot of narration. This is all of printed in italics, as are all lines spoken by other 

characters —mainly Chris, in the Poste House— over the animation sequences. The Narrator is Denis. 

The device I have ignored any technical anomalies, impossibilities or limitations. I myself have MiniDisc 

recorders and use my PC to copy music. I haven't got a clue how they do it, nor am I interested, nor would I 

ever question how and why they do what they do. The important thing is what they allow me to do. This pro-
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active ignorance of mine is echoed in the new device. The characters even comment on the inadequacy of 

existing vocab and jargon to cope with the device's features, and they come up with new jargon for themselves. 

Sessions Crucial features are the sessions: playbacks generated by the new recording device. Three kinds 

of recordings are mentioned: ambiente, temple and internal/brain. 

Ambiente and temple recordings will be CGI/animation images superimposed over the film. The first ambiente 

session is (deliberately) confusing, with scene 16 starting in the middle of a playback. We have to wait till scene 

37 for an admirable explanation by Chris, even though the "boxing match" in scene 20 is a graphic illustration of 

the recording process and the difference between ambiente and temple sessions. The first temple session is in 

scene 17, explained there by the Narrator. The next ambiente session, in scene 48, is particularly easy to grasp, as it 

is a recording of the flashback scene 47. 

The playback of internal/brain sessions — or rather, the fact that nothing seems to happen when played back— 

causes much frustration for Spen, Chris and Denis, and their insistence on carrying them out leads to death for 

Spen and Chris. But Nadira stumbles upon the way to do it, explained in scenes 49 & 57. 

Special FX/ CGI/animation There are many animation sequences, and several requiring images 

superimposed over one another. I refer to the latter in the script variously as Special FX or CGI. As I am not 

competent in these technical matters, have no preference or requirements for their execution, I give no detailed 

instructions in the script, limit myself to suggest what might inspire them, and trust in the competence of 

whoever carries out these sequences. Some manipulation of still and moving images will be needed, e.g. scene 

28: a photo of three people standing next to George Orwell in Civil War Barcelona, and Silver Soph involved in 

a filmed scuffle at a Remembrance Sunday ceremony at Liverpool's Cenotaph. 

Cut to:/Back to:/Insert: The instruction Cut to: takes us to scenes, i.e. flashbacks, away from either real 

time or the main action, and the instruction Back to: returns us to real time and/or the main action. The 

instruction Insert: presents us with sequences —FX/animation/CGI— superimposed over the filmed sequence, 

rather than taking us away from it. Many paragraphs of directions at the start of certain sequences begin with the 

instruction Special FX/CGI. They are not necessarily wholly animated/CGI sequences, but this instruction flags 

up any which require any special attention, ranging from specialist make-up to CGI (e.g. the GBH/mutilation to 

the faces done by inserting cables into heads, scenes 24, 34 etc). 

 


